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PREFACE

THE MANUAL

This manual describes how to load and configure the 051 Transport Server,
OSITS, which is part of the OSI Transport Service product [ND—211023}.

OSITS is a real—time program that enables user programs on Norsk Data
computers to communicate with computers of different manufacture, using the
051 international standards.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOLLOWED

The following International Standards Organisation publications define the
functions of the 051 Transport Layer.

* ISO 8072: 081 Transport Service Definition

* ISO 8073: 081 Transport Protocol Specification

They can be purchased from your national standards organisation.

HOW TO USE THE MANUAL

When setting up the 051 Transport Service for the first time, we recommend
that you read this manual from beginning to end ~ the instructions are

given in the order in which you will need them.

Afterwards you should read chapter 2 [Patching the OSI Transport Server]
when you need to reset the variables, and chapter 3 if you want to Check on
an XMSG-COMMAND program command. Chapter 4 explains the logging features
available.

THE READER

You should read this manual if you are responsible for network

configuration on your Norsk Data computer.

This manual expects you to know about data communications principles,

including the ISO standards. In addition, it assumes that you have been a
system supervisor and know how to load and start XMSG and the COSMOS X.25
option.
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Introduction 3

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Summary of the Product

The 0S1 Transport Service product enabies user programs running on ND
computers to communicate with programs running on other makes of computer,
using standard Open Systems Interconnection (081) protocols defined by the
Internationai Standards Organisation (ISO). The OSI Transport Service
product compiements ND‘s COSMOS range of products, provide for
communications between Norsk Data computers.

Version A of the 031 Transport Service DFOdUCt provides the Transport
Layer of the OSI seven Tayer mode) and comprises:

* the 081 Transport Library (OSI~TLIB). This is a set of subroutines
that can be caTTed by a user program to set up Transport
connections and to pass data between the connected programs.
OSI—TLIB uses XMSG (Xmessage) to carry the 031 Transport ProtocoT
messages. Thus it can be used in the same way as the COSMOS
Transport Library (TLIB) for communication between programs in ND
computers.

Two sets of routines are provided: one for use by programs written
in PLANC (ND’s interna) systems programming Tanguage), and one
that provides a FORTRAN interface. The Tatter can be used by
programs written in FORTRAN, COBOL or PASCAL. Both sets of
routines provide a user interface that compTies to the
requirements of the OSI Transport Service Definition (ISO 8072).

To ease the transition from COSMOS TLIB to OSI—TLIB, the user
program interfaces of the two Tibraries are compatibie. This
enabies user programs that caTT TLIB routines to caTT OSI—TLZB
routines instead, simpiy by recompiTing and reiinking. in
addition, a user program caTTing OSI—TLIB can connect to: and
exchange data with, a program caTTing COSMOS TLIB. This faciiity
may be withdrawn in future versions of OSI—TLIB.

The 081 Transport Service Programmer Guide ND~60.237 teTTs you how
to ca)) and use the OSI~TLIB routines, and gives exampies of PLANC
and FORTRAN use.

* the 081 Transport Server (OSITS). This is a reaT~time program that
is used to convert the XMSG protoco) messages produced by OSi—TLIB
into 031 Transport Protocoi passed over X‘25 to a remote computer.
The protocoi conforms to the 081 Transport ProtocoT Specification
(ISO 8073). OSITS must be used in conjunction with OSI—TLIB when
communicating with a non—ND system that supports the 031 Transport
ProtocoT. The use of OSITS is transparent to user programs.

Norsk Data ND—30.050.1EN



4 Introduction

In Version A, OSITS supports Class O and Class 2 of the OSI
Transport Protocol. Class 0 supports basic functions and can be
used where a reliable network can be assumed, or where reliability
is not important, for example Teletex. Class 2 service allows
multiplexing of several Transport connections, from the same or
different user programs, over one network connection. It also
provides flow control of data transferred over each Transport
connection.

A logging facility is provided that can be used to keep a record
of the actions performed by OSITS.

1.2 Statement of Conformance to the OSI Standards

The following states how the 081 Transport Service product conforms to the
requirements of the 051 Transport Service specification (081 8073):

1. The transport protocol used over X.25 to communicate with a remote
computer conforms to Classes O and 2 of the OSI Transport Protocol.

2. The software is capable of both initialising and responding to
Transport Connection Requests.

3. Extended formats and Non—use of Flow control (optional features of
the Class 2 protocol) are not implemented.

4. The maximum TPDU size supported is 512 bytes.

1.3 Restrictions in Version A

Version A of the 081 Transport Service provides for communications with
non~ND systems across an X.25 packet switched Wide Area Network only.

User programs calling COSMOS TLIB, and the COSMOS facilities TRANSFER—FILE,
CONNECTmTO, Remote file access and Remote Spooling cannot be used to
communicate with a non—ND remote system via OSITS. This is because these
facilities use internal ND protocols which are not supported by non—ND
systems. Attempts to use these facilities via OSTTS will result in an error
message being returned to the caller.

1.4 Environment Required

The 031 Transport Service product requires the following hardware and
software:

* ND—SOO or ND—lOO system running SINTRAN 111 Version J or later.

* XMSG Version J or later.

* COSMOS X.25 Option Version 8 or later (only if OSITS is used).

051 Transport Service Operator Guide
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1.5 Examp1e Configurations

1.5.1 Two communicating programs in the same ND System

The programs may communicate directly using DSI—TLIB over XMSG. (OSITS is
not needed.)

ND System

JUser Prog ’User Prog

OSI—TLIB :_ OSI~TLIB

Figure 1: Two communicating programs in the same ND System

1.5.2 Two communicating programs in different ND Systems

In this configuration the ND systems may be connected directiy, or via
networks such as X.25 and X 21. The programs communicate using OSI-TLIB
over Intersystem XMSG, where appropriate via the network servers (for
exampie XZSNS and X21NS). DSITS is not needed.

ND System A ND System 8

User Prog oi; _ User Prog

OSI—TLIB OSI—TLIB

if: Intersystem XMSG

Figure 2: Two communicating programs in different ND Systems

Norsk Data ND-30.050.1EN
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1.5.3 Single ND System Communicating with a Non—ND System

In this configuration the ND system should contain DSITS and the X.25
software:

ND System

User Prog User Prog

: to non—ND computer

Figure 3: Single ND System Communicating with a Non—ND System

031 Transport Service Operator Guide
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1.5.4 A COSMOS Network of ND Systems Communicating with a Non—ND System

In this configuration oniy one ND system contains the X.25 software, but
each system that runs user programs needing to communicate with the non~ND
system needs to contain a copy of OSITS. The different copies of OSITS must
connect to X.25 using different DTE subaddresses so that X.25 can
distinguish between them.

ND System A

'User Prog nSUser Prog

OSI~TLIB

ND System B

' User Prog User Prog

OSI—TLIB , OSI—TLIB

XMSG : ,f ,
OSITS

; { Xmse ‘ ‘
X.25

to non~ND
System

Figure 4: COSMOS Network Communicating with a Non~ND System

Norsk Data ND-30.050.1EN
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2 PATCHING THE 081 TRANSPORT SERVER

2.1 General

The 031 Transport Server (OSITS) contains a number of variables that you
can modify by patching in order to tailor the server to the requirements of
your system. These variables control:

* the logging facility.
* transport connections.
* X.25 connections.
* timeout values.

Patching can be performed before DSITS is started, or while it is running.
However, some variables (notably those controlling the X.25 connections)
are used by OSITS during its initialisation phase immediately after
starting, so later changes to these values will have no effect. These
variables are marked with an asterisk in the table in section 2.2.

For more general information on patching, please read the SINTRAN 111
System Supervisor ND—30.UO3.

2.2 Contents of the Patchable Area

The patchable variables are located in a patch area within OSITS called
OSITSPA. They are:

Word Default Meaning

O 64+16 Types of logging to be performed. If zero, no logging
is done, and the logging file is not opened. If
non—zero, the types of logging information
specified by the value of this word are written to a
logging file. The possible values and their meaning
are given in chapter 4.

1 500 The maximum number of lines in the logging file. When
the length of the logging file reaches this limit,
logging will start again at the beginning of the
file, overwriting the original logging information.

2 64 The maximum number of bytes of user data that will be
logged for each message. This limit prevents the
logging file from being filled when large amounts of
user data are sent.

Table 1: Contents of the Patchable Area

Norsk Data ND—30.0SO.1EN
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Word Default Meaning

3 32767

* 4 4O

5 60

6 6O

7 300

8 600

9 1

The maximum number of transport connections that can
be multiplexed over a single X.25 connection. The
default value effectively allows an unlimited number.
A value of 1 will prevent multiplexing.

The X.25 DTE subaddress that identifies this OSITS
server. The default value can be used if only one
OSITS is attached to the X.25 system. If more than one
copy of OSITS in different machines are attached to
the same X.25 system, each OSITS must have a different
DTE subaddress in the range 1 to 99.

This variable is used by OSITS during its
initialisation phase; changes in value made while
OSITS is running have no effect.

The maximum time in seconds that OSITS will wait for
the remote machine to respond to a Transport
Connection Request. If no response is received within
this time, the Connection Request will be refused.
This variable is equivalent to the timer T81 defined
in 081 8073.

The maximum time in seconds that OSITS will wait for
the remote machine to respond to a Transport
Disconnection Request. If no response is received
within this time, a confirmation of disconnection will
be sent to the user program that requested the
disconnection. This variable is equivalent to the
timer T52 defined in 081 8073.

The maximum time in seconds that a transport
connection can be open without any data being sent or
received. If nothing happens during this time period,
OSITS will assume that the transport connection is no
longer in use, and will disconnect it.

The maximum time in seconds that an X.25 connection
can be open without a transport connection being open
on it.

The minimum time in seconds that OSITS will wait after
a transport disconnection before it will disconnect
the X.25 connection.

Table 1: Contents of the Patchable Area (cont)

031 Transport Service Operator Guide
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2.3 How to perform the patches

To make any changes to the above variabTes you must:

* Tog in as user SYSTEM.
* know the address of the OSITSPA. This is obtained by

caTTing the ReaT—Time Loader as foTTows:

@RTeLOADERfl
REAL TIME LOADER, SINTRAN III§~ J
,*WHATmIS OSITSPAa
'oszispA ‘ 2003 350‘ , ‘DEFTNED SYMBOL

_*EX:ie ' f _
@ ,

The first value given is the octaT address of OSITSPatchArea. The second
vaTue is the segment number containing DSITS.

You can now perform patches using the SINTRAN command @LOOK—AT. The
foTTowing exampie sets Transport Togging on and changes the Togging fiTe
Tength to 1000 lines (17508). Note that aTT numbers must be in octai.

@LOOKaAT.SEGMENTu ' _ :
SffiMfifiwfifiME75§‘NUMBERiOCT)):igggw
READY: ;
2003/ O @993
*““”‘764 gzggu

32767 4
«END “ V
E

The period (.) is important as it signifies the end of the command. The
command @LOOK-AT is described in detaiT in the SINTRAN 111 Reference ManuaT
ND—60.128.

Norsk Data ND-30.0SO.1EN
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3 OPERATING THE 081 TRANSPORT SERVER

3.1 Synopsis

This chapter expiains how to operate the OSI Transport Server OSITS. This
is done using commands sent to the XMSG—COMMAND background program. A
detaiied reference section on the different XMSG commands necessary to
operate OSITS can be found in Appendix A.

3.2 Prerequisites

OSITS uses the faciiities of the COSMOS X.25 Option to perform data
transfer between machines. Therefore the underiying X.25 network system
must be successfuiiy started before trying to start OSITS. For detaiis of
how to start X 25, see the COSMOS X.25 Option Operator's Guide ND—30.034..

3.3 Using the XMSG~COMMAND Program

OSI Protocoi Messages transferred between a Norsk Data machine and a
machine of different manufacture must be routed via the OSITS server, In
order to do this, you must define the routing to XMSG by sending commands
to the XMSG—COMMANO program.

The XMSG~COMMAND program is a background program that is used to controi
and supervise the XMSG system and products using XMSG, such as servers.
XMSGACOMMAND accepts commands in the usuai SINTRAN way, abbreviations are
aiiowed, and the program prompts for parameters that are not specified on
the command Tine. Any command Tine starting with the O sign is sent to the
SINTRAN 111 background command processor for execution. The XMSG—COMMAND
program is described in the COSMOS Operator Guide ND—30.0ZS.

In the foiiowing sections of this chapter, oniy the commands necessary to
operate OSITS are discussed. They must be given in the order specified.
Most of these commands are priviieged, and can oniy be used if you are
Togged in as user SYSTEM. The commands that you wiTT need to use are:

DEFINE—REMOTE—NAME
START—NETWORK-SERVER
DEFINE—NETWORK—CONNECTION
STOP—NETWORK—SERVER>

6
>

6
>

6
>

6

Norsk Data ND-30.050.1EN



18 Operating the 051 Transport Server

3.3.1 Starting the XMSG—COMMAND Program

Log in as user SYSTEM on the machine that is to run OSITS, and start the
XMSG—COMMAND program.

@(UTILITY}XMSG«COMMAND«
XMSG command program (10373J01) of 85:04:25 18:15
Compiied for Version 1985.04.10 {ReieaSe d)
XMSG kernei version 1985.04.10 {Release J)
Options: ‘ f

ND IOO/CX oniy. PITB. Trace.
Inter~$y$temz Fiie server.
(Type ? to get a iist of the new commands y)’ *

XWC:

3.3.2 Qefining *XZSGATE

The first thing to do is to define the machine containing the X.25 system
so that OSITS can access X.25. The standard name *X25GATE is used for this
purpose, so that it is not necessary for OSITS to know the actuai name of
the machine running X.25. This makes it easier to move X.25 to another
machine, since onTy the XMSG tabTes need be updated.

*XZSGATE is defined using the command DEFINE—REMOTE~NAME, specifying the
SINTRAN III system number of the system containing X 25.

The first parameter, 'XROUT system‘, is defauited so that the name is
defined on the machine that wiTT be running OSITS.

XwC:DEFINE~REMOTE—NAME«
,XRGUT syStem? a
Port or System name: *XZSGATE«
Remote system or port no: 5568«
OK

L Xmfii'

081 Transport Service Operator Guide
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3 . 3 . 3 Starting OSITS

The next step is to start the server. This is done using the command START“
NETWORK—SERVER, as in the foTTowing exampie:

’XrC:STARTvNETWORK~SERVERfl
Server-name?,OSITSe
Server system name? a _
Server not started ~ wiTT try to start it now ,

SWindow size? a
wide Area Network (Y/N)?
0K

,XwC:

The parameter ‘Server system name‘ shouid be defauited so that the command
starts the 081 Transport Server on your TocaT system. When this parameter
has been entered, XMSG—COMMAND waits for 10 seconds whiTe the OSITS server
is started. If something goes wrong, an error message wiTT be returned.

The Test two parameters, ‘Window size’ and ‘Wide Area Network', shoq
always be defauTted when starting OSITS.

3.3.4 Defining the Remote 051 System Names

As for remote COSMOS systems, we use symboTic names to refer to the non—ND
systems that are to be accessed via OSITS. The command DEFTNE-REMOTE—NAME
is used to define these names in the same way as remote COSMOS systems‘ The
foTTowing exampie iTTustrates how to define such a remote system:

X C: DEFINE'REMOTE~NAME¢
XROOT system? e ,
Port or system name: FOREIGN~MACHINE“
Remote system or port no: 301234
OK ”““““g

XaC:

The first parameter, ’XROUT system' is defauTted so that the remote system
name is defined on the machine running OSITS

Norsk Data ND-30.050.1EN



20 Operating the 081 Transport Server

The second parameter, 'Port name or system name', specifies the name to be
used to refer to the remote machine.

The third parameter, “Remote system or port no', shouid be specified in the
range 30000 to 32767. This range of system numbers is aTTocated to non—ND
machines, in order to avoid cTashing with the system numbers aiiocated to
N0 systems on your network. Each different remote non—N0 system shoq be
given a different system number, but any vaTue within this range may be
chosen.

3.3.5 Defining the Route to a Remote 081 System

In order to send data to or receive data from, remote 081 systems, you must
specify to XMSG that data interchanged with each remote 031 system has to
be routed via DSITS, and you must teTT OBITS how to connect to the remote
system using X 25. Both these functions are performed by the command
DEFINE—NETWORK—CONNECTION.

X~C:DEfiNE~NETWORK~CONNECTION“
Remote system? f0REIGN4MACHINEa
Servar‘name:0$1TS«""k
:Server system name: a
Remote DTE address? 23 4264600345¢
{Dial up cost? Se ‘
tonnect cost/minute? Ea
Data cost/ksegment?';d
0K

XvC:

The first parameter is the remote 081 system name. This must have been
defined previousiy by the command DEFINE—REMOTE—NAME.

The second parameter is the name of the server.

The third parameter shoq be defauited, since OSITS is running on the
current system.

The fourth parameter specifies the X.25 DTE address to be used by OSITS to
connect to the remote 051 system.

The parameters 'DiaT-up cost' and ‘Connect cost/minute' are used to teTT
OSITS how Tong to keep an X.25 connection open when there are no Transport
connections open on it. DiaT—up cost represents the cost of estabTishing an
X.25 connection. Connect cost/minute represents the cost of keeping a
connection.

051 Transport Service Operator Guide
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OSITS caicuiates the time in minutes that it wiiT wait before cTosing an
X.25 connection by dividing the Diai-up cost by the Connect cost. Thus it
is the ratio between Diai-up cost and Connect cost that is important, not
their actuaT vaTues. In the above exampie, the timeout vaTue is 2,5
minutes. If the Diai-up cost is much greater than the Connect cost, the
timeout vaTue wiTT be Tong, and so the number of expensive DiaT—up caTTs
wiii be reduced. If the Diai—up cost is much Tess than the Connect cost,
the connection wiTT be cTosed in a short time.

Two variabies in the OSITS Patch Area (see chapter 2) are used to restrict
the range of vaiues for this timeout. The minimum Tength of the timeout is
normaTTy set to 1 second. This is to aTTow time for a transport connection
to be fuiiy ciosed before the X.25 connection is ciosed. The maximum Tength
of the timeout is normaiiy set to 10 minutes prevent an X.25 connection
being Teft open indefiniteiy. These minimum and maximum vaiues may be
changed by patching.

The parameter ”Data cost/ksegment' is not used by OSITS at present. It
shoq aTways be set to the vaTue 1.

3.3.6 Stopping OSITS

OSITS may be stopped by using the command STOP-NETWORK—SERVER. Any
outstanding X.25 and transport connections are disconnected.

X~C:STOP~NETWORK~SERVER»
Server name? OSITS«
Server system name? a
0K

X»C:

Note that when the server is started again, the routes to the remote 03]
systems must be reedefined using the command DEFINE—NETWORK‘CONNECTION (see
section 3.3.5).

Norsk Data ND—30.050.1EN
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‘1 THE OSITS LOGGING FACIL
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14 THE (BITS LOGGING FACILITY

The OSITS Logging Faciiity can be used to keep a record of the actions
performed by OSITS Logging. Information is written into the fiTe (RT)COS—
OSITS LOGS. This fiTe can be examined using a standard editor after OSITS
has been stopped, or when Togging has been turned off. The type of
information that is to be Togged is specified by a variabTe in the
OSITSPatchArea (see chapter 2). The foTTowing vaiues may be used singTy or
in combination:

VaTue Effect of Setting the VaTue

1 Log aTT messages sent by OSITS to XMSG.
2 Log aTT messages sent by XMSG to USITS.
4 Log aTT messages sent by OSITS to X.25.
8 Log aTT messages sent by X.25 to OSITS.
16 Log Transport and X.25 protocoi
32 Not used.
64 Log X.25 disconnect cause/diagnostic codes.
128 Log Transport ProtocoT messages sent over X.25.

TabTe 2: VaTues of Log Type that can be used

Note that the use of Togging decreases the throughput of OSITS and
increases the CPU time that it takes because of the overheads invoived in
writing to the Togging fiTe. For this reason, we recommend that the defauit
vaTue (16+64) shoq normaTTy be used, as this wiTT onTy Tog error
situations and unexpected X.25 disconnections. If such error situations
occur unexpectediy, we recommend that you repeat the run with aii Togging
vaTues set, and then contact your Tocai ND Service Office.

A second patchabie variabTe controis the Tength of the Togging fiTe. If the
specified number of Tines has been Togged, the next piece of Togging
information wiTT be written to the start of the fiTe, overwriting previous
Togging information. The defauit vaTue is 500 Tines.

A third patchabie variabie is used to restrict the amount of user data that
is Togged. Large amounts of user data may cause the Togging fiie to fiii up
quickiy with unnecessary information. The defauTt vaTue 1095 the first 64
bytes of user data.

The Togging fiTe is opened by OSITS when the first piece of Togging
information is to be written. If the Togging fiTe does not exist, it wiTT
be created. If for any reason, the Togging fiTe cannot be opened, OSITS
outputs a message to the operator‘s consoie, and continues without Togging.

Norsk Data ND-30.050.1EN



26 The OSITS Logging Facility

The Togging fiTe cannot be examined whiTe OSITS has opened it‘ It can be
cTosed by patching the Togging type variabTe to zero. OSITS may then take
up to 20 seconds to cTose the fiTe. The Togging fiTe wiTT aTso be cTosed
when OSITS is stopped.

Once the Togging fiTe has been cTosed, it may be examined using a standard
ND editor. The Test Tine Togged is:

*** 081 Transport Server — Version ADO — Log CTosed at <tine> on <date>

By searching for this Tine, the end of the file can be found, even if the
Tog has wrapped around because the maximum number of Tines has been
exceeded.

051 Transport Service Operator Guide
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XMSG—COMMAND Program Commands 29

This appendix provides reference documentation for aII the supervisory
commands necessary to start, operate and maintain the 081 Transport Server.
A11 the reIevant commands of the XMSG~COMMAND program are Iisted
aIphabeticaIIy.

To start the XMSG—CDMMAND program Iog in as user SYSTEM on the machine that
is to run OSITS, and start the XMSG~COMMAND program.

(UTILITY)XMSG~COMMARDA ”

:XMSG cemmand prografi (103?3301) 01 853 84 25 18: 15
CompiIed fer Version 1985 04 IO (Reiease GI :43.'
XMSG kerneI version 1985 Q4 18 {ReIeaSe 4),. 5““
Opt1ons .‘ ' iag-s N

ND~108/CX onIy PIT3 Traca
I8ter syst9m F1Ie server " ' g _ _
(Iype ?80 get a I1 st of the n8w commands 1 Q§Ct4 g
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30 XMSG-COMMAND Program Commands

A.1 DEFINE—NETWORK—CONNECTION

Action.............: Defines the route to a remote system.

Parameters ......... : <Remote system>,<Server name>,
<Server system>,<Remote DTE address>,
<Dia1-up cost>,<Connect cost/minute>,
(Data cost/ksegment>

Note...............: The parameter <Data cost/ksegment> shoq aTways
be set to l.

,x C unma NETRQRKmCCNNECTION ,1 ,
,HRemCte system? FOREIGN MACHINE »

- _‘_5erver name? OSITS a ;;;
‘:,,Server system? a j , ' ' ' " *“
,if Remote DTE address? 34534368259874 a

_-fl{D1a1~up cost? 19 v'” ‘
:‘QFgConnect cost/mxnute? T0 _'s.,:,.,yyw

, "Cate costlksegment? 1”"a4 ,
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XMSG~COMMAND Program Commands 31

A.2 DEFINE—REMOTE—NAME

Action.............: Defines the name of a remote system.

Parameters.........: <XROUT system>,<Port or system name>é
<Remote system or Port no>

X C: DEFINE REMOTE NAME «f
-‘XROUT System? v ,
“Port or system name: EOREIGN MACHINE w

' ‘ Remote system or Port no? 30010 a 1
*VQK _ ,

L.X~C;n
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32 XMSG-COMMAND Program Commands

A.3 START-NETWORK~SERVER

Action ............. : Starts a network server.

Parameters... .... : <Server name>,<Server system)
<w1ndow s1ze>,<w1de Area Network (Y/N)>

_ X— C: START NETWORK SERVER 4 '
Server name? OSITS 4 “'
Server system? 4W
Server not Started ~ W111 try to start 1t now

,_w1ndow $1ze? 4 : 1 ,
, w1de Area Network (Y/N}7 4

:xc
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XMSG~COMMAND Program Commands 33

A.4 STOP~NETWORK~SERVER

Action ............. : Stops a network server.

Parameters.........: <Server name>,<Server system name>

X~CzSTGP‘—NETWORK~_SERVER .1 -
Server name? OSITS_«
.Server system name? a,

'X~c: _
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Glossary of Terms 37

COSMOS

COSMOS X.25 Option

ISO

Open System

OSI

Patching

Transport Layer

Norsk Data's networking system for
communication between ND computers.

A subsystem used to connect ND machines
through an X.25 packet switched network.

International Standards Organisation, the
body that defined the Open System
Interconnection model of data
communication.

A computer system that supports the OSI
standards enabling it to be connected in a
network with machines of other makes that
also support those standards.

Open System Interconnection.

A concept of the International Standards
Organisation (ISO) defining standards for
the exchange of information between
computer systems. These standards are
based on a 7—layer communication model.

A program modification made by changing
the octal code rather than by changing the
source code before compilation.

Layer 4 of the OSI 7-layer model. The
Transport Layer allows user programs to
communicate without being concerned with
the way in which the data is transferred.
Details of the underlying network,
including reliability and cost—
effectiveness are hidden from the
programs.
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38 Glossary of Terms

Transport Service

Transport ProtocoT

X.25

XMSG

The functions provided by the Transport
Layer

The set of ruTes and formats for
exchanging information between different
systems which support the Transport Layer.

The Transport ProtocoT is divided into a
number of cTasses that define the
functions supported.

An internationaTTy agreed recommendation
by the CCITT for Wide Area Networks.
(CCITT stands for the InternationaT
TeTegraph and TeTephone ConsuTtative
Committee.)

XMSG (read as Xmessage) is a system for
program to program communications within
or between computers. XMSG is caTTed by
OSI—TLIB, and in turn passes protocoT
messages to OSITS for conversion to 081
Transport ProtocoT.
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